Managed
Testing

Best-in-class testing services

Information technology drives
the modern enterprise, with
relentless pressure to innovate
and deliver end users quality.

We deliver a flexible, scalable resource model that
allows you to focus on delivering successful outcomes.
Customisable service levels
We are able to adjust our resourcing to match your
fluctuating testing demands. Once high demand
periods have passed, or a specific skill set utilised, we
ensure you only have the resources you need.
Full risk mitigation

With our managed testing
service, you have the freedom to
focus on getting the most from
your IT investment, and leave
the quality assurance to us.

We take responsibility for all testing and quality
outcomes as well as sharing the risk in project delays
and issues, ensuring that we work actively with your
organisation’s IT delivery function.

Independent QA focus

What to expect from our service

Managing and maintaining your own testing practice
comes at a cost. Be it the cost of attracting and
retaining quality personnel, balancing the right levels of
resources at all times, or keeping up with development
trends and the ever-changing technology environment.

Our testing service KPIs and SLAs are aimed at
achieving business goals, so your organisation achieves
enhanced, predictable and cost-effective quality
outcomes, and testing efficiencies throughout the
contract period.

With Qual IT’s managed testing service, you can expect
measurable levels of product quality, access to our
full breadth of QA solutions, and a fully managed and
delivered service by expert test professionals.

Our managed testing service includes:

Our expert test professionals help mitigate quality
risks for your organisation at any project stage. As
an independent, external resource we manage their
training, development and outcomes the whole way
through. Our managed testing service delivers:

20% increase in cost benefit
Our outcome-focussed approach can deliver an
increase in cost benefit by up to 20% when compared to
other, more traditional models.

• A full range of testing services including test
consulting, test management, test design and
test execution
• Supply and management of fully qualified testing
professionals
• Advice on strategic planning trends and the latest
testing technology
• Overall programme and project-level reporting,
including KPI and SLA reporting

• Decreased testing-cycle time
• Faster product time to market
• Better stakeholder engagement
• Cost savings and benefits compared to traditional
models
• Increased innovation and knowledge sharing
• Continuous quality process improvements

• Managing testing activities for projects,
programmes and BAU

When it comes to test outcomes, certainty’s good
– talk to us about our managed testing service.
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